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ABSTRACT
Techniques for Using Internal Strain-Energy Storage and Release in
Origami-Based Mechanical Systems
Mary Elizabeth Wilson
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
The objective of this thesis is to develop and demonstrate techniques for self-deployment
of origami-based mechanical systems achieved through internal strain-energy storage and release,
with special application to medical implant devices. The potential of compliant mechanisms and
related origami-based mechanical systems to store strain-energy make them ideal candidates for
applications requiring an actuation or deployment process, such as space system arrays and minimally invasive surgical devices. The objective of this thesis is achieved by first categorizing different deployment methods in origami-based, deployable mechanisms and then further exploring the
use of strain energy to facilitate actuation in deployable mechanisms. With this understanding in
place, there are opportunities using strain energy to develop new approaches to deploy particular
mechanical systems. These origami-based mechanisms have the ability to improve devices in the
medical field. This work contributes to the knowledge base of self-actuating deployable structures
in origami-based mechanical systems by developing design concepts and models for strain energy
storage and release. By developing the foundational characteristics for self-actuation, the work
will be demonstrated thorough applications in medical implant devices.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this thesis is to develop and demonstrate techniques for self-deployment
of origami-based mechanical systems achieved through internal strain-energy storage and release,
with special application to medical implants. The potential of compliant mechanisms and related
origami-based mechanical systems to store strain-energy make them ideal candidates for applications requiring an actuation or deployment process, such as space system arrays and minimally
invasive surgical devices. Origami can be thought of as a compliant mechanism because, like compliant mechanisms, its function is performed through the elastic deformation of its members. In
addition to potential advantages of compliant mechanisms such as reduced or eliminated assembly,
low friction or wear, fewer parts, lower cost, and lower weight, origami also has the capability of
storing strain energy [3]. This stored strain energy could prove useful when actuating the mechanism by releasing the stored energy to facilitate deployment. Current methods of actuating these
origami-based mechanisms generally require a large, external structure in addition to the origami
mechanism, such as a mechanical truss [1]. These bulky mechanical deployment systems potentially increase the part count and complexity of the system. In space applications, where increased
complexity can lead to a higher probability of failed missions, this deployment system may not be
viable. Once these deployment systems have aided the actuation of these origami-based mechanisms they may provide some stiffness to the structure, but otherwise add little value. Additionally,
adding on an external deployment system seems to defeat the purpose of the origami, which otherwise provides a more compact, low-cost design than non-deployable mechanisms. Some of the
issues described above could be eliminated if the actuation was passive and facilitated without an
external structure.
Ideally, in many applications, passively deployed, origami-based mechanisms would be capable of actuating through passive deployment with no external structure or power source. One
way to accomplish this is to use deflection to store the strain energy and then release it at a pre-
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determined time while using that energy release to actuate the mechanism. The objective of this
thesis is achieved by first categorizing different deployment methods in origami-based, deployable
mechanisms and then further exploring the use of strain energy to facilitate actuation in deployable mechanisms. With this understanding in place, there are opportunities for using strain energy
to develop new approaches to deploy particular mechanical systems. Origami-based mechanisms
that deploy using strain energy have the ability to improve devices in the medical field. The characteristics of strain-energy deployable mechanisms will be defined and applied to two specific
origami-based, biomedical devices, a retractor and a guided catheter.
This work will contribute to the knowledge base of self-actuating deployable structures
in origami-based mechanical systems by developing design concepts and models for strain energy
storage and release. By developing the foundational characteristics for self-actuation, the work will
be demonstrated thorough applications in medical implant devices. The research to accomplish
the objective is outlined below. The first three points are contained in chapter two and have been
published in IDETC-98126. The last three points are contained in the third chapter.
• Explore techniques of self-actuation for deployable structures using strain energy
• Develop taxonomy of deployable mechanisms to categorize findings into a useful deliverable
• Define characteristics present in self-deployable devices that utilize strain-energy
• Conduct systematic review of deployable biomedical devices with self-actuation properties
• Apply characteristics of self-deployment to specific origami-based biomedical devices
• Validate concepts with finite element analysis (FEA) models and experimental prototypes

2

CHAPTER 2.
SYSTEMS

2.1

CHARACTERISTICS OF SELF-DEPLOYMENT IN ORIGAMI-BASED

Introduction
The potential of compliant mechanisms and related origami-based mechanical systems to

store strain energy make them ideal candidates for applications that would benefit from integral
actuation and deployment, such as space system arrays, minimally invasive surgical devices and
deployable barriers. Origami crease patterns can be modified to accommodate for designs folded
out of thicker, non-paper materials to allow for broader applications of this ancient art of paper folding. Many origami structures can be thought of as a compliant mechanism because, like
compliant mechanisms, its function is performed through the elastic deformation of its members.
These compliant mechanisms and origami-based mechanisms have several potential advantages,
which include reduced or eliminated assembly, low friction or wear, fewer parts, lower cost, and
lower weight. Origami also has the capability of storing strain energy [3]. This stored strain energy could prove useful since it can be subsequently released as an actuating mechanism to effect
self-deployment.
Current methods of actuating these origami-based mechanisms generally require an external structure or external stimuli in addition to the origami mechanism, such as a mechanical
truss [1]. These mechanical deployment systems increase the part count and complexity of the
system. In space or biomedical implant applications, where increased complexity can lead to a
higher probability of failure and increased volume, this deployment system may not be desirable.
Once deployment systems aid in the actuation of an origami-based mechanisms they may help
provide some stiffness to the structure, but otherwise add little value. Additionally, adding on an
external deployment system could defeat the purpose of the origami, which otherwise provides a
more compact, low cost design than non-deployable mechanisms. The issues caused by an external
deployment structure include increased volume, weight, part count, complexity, and higher likeli-
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hood of failure and could be eliminated if the actuation was passive by means of internal actuation.
Passive actuation will be discussed in further detail in this chapter.
Ideally, in many applications, origami-based mechanisms would be capable of actuating
through passive deployment with no external structure or power source. One way to accomplish
this is to use deflection to store strain energy and then release it at a predetermined configuration
or in response to an expected environmental stimulus while using that energy release to actuate the
mechanism. The objective of this chapter is to characterize mechanisms that use strain energy to
facilitate actuation and then further explore the behaviors of these mechanisms to develop passive
deployment approaches for origami. With this understanding in place, there are opportunities using
strain energy to develop new approaches to deploy mechanical systems.

2.2

Background
This chapter aims to characterize actuation approaches for origami-based systems based on

internal strain energy storage and release and then further explore the behaviors these mechanisms
utilize for deployment. Key background required for this research is outlined below including a
discussion of origami in engineering, deployable structures and strain-energy deployment.

2.2.1

Origami
In recent years, origami has been explored for use in novel applications and as an inspiration

for new mechanical systems. Because of its ability to fold into many interesting shapes, origami
is particularly useful in applications that value compact designs. Origami has inspired morphing structures [4, 5], medical applications [6–9], space applications [10–13], shopping bags [14],
airbags [15], pop-up books [16], and robotics [17, 18]. As these origami designs have grown increasingly complex to describe, mathematical methods and models have been developed to help
understand their behavior. This includes the construction of origami design [19, 20], the motion
of deployable origami [21], and how to accommodate for thickness of origami folded out of nonpaper materials [22–24].
Origami, in addition to its ability to deploy into complex, interesting shapes, also has applications that stem from its ability to go from a fully folded to a fully unfolded state. Additionally,
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the field of origami has been divided into subfields. These subfields help categorize origami as
static or deployable and soft or rigid foldable [25]. Each of these categories describe a unique
area in the field of origami-inspired design with valuable contributions to this revolutionary area
of study. For the purposes of this chapter, special focus will be placed on deployable origami.

2.2.2

Deployable Structures
Deployable origami has been used in many applications, including space telescopes [11,

26], bellows [12], debris barriers [13], energy absorption mechanisms [27], interactive origami
lights [28], and air filters [25]. While these mechanisms are capable of deploying, better understanding is necessary to develop approaches for facilitating this movement to then actuate the
mechanisms.
Lamina emergent mechanisms (LEMs) are mechanisms made from sheet materials and
move such that the motion emerges out of the plane. The movement seen in LEMs is similar to that
seen in origami and compliant mechanisms. Additionally, LEMs have several similar advantages
to origami and compliant mechanisms, such as being compact, cost effective, and potentially easy
to manufacture. The field of LEMs and their applications could benefit by creating designs that
are capable of actuation. However, as for origami designs, bulky actuators are not viable for LEMs
design because they detract from the advantages that these mechanisms provide. Research has
been done to explore actuation methods of LEMs using shape memory alloys, pyroelectrics and
dielectric elastomers [29]. Origami-based mechanisms and LEMs are two types of mechanisms
that require alternative methods of actuation in order to utilize their deployment capabilities.
Lamina emergent torsional (LET) joints are compliant joints. These joints allow for angular rotation when off-axis stiffness is not as much of a concern. They are particularly useful in
compliant applications that require large deflections. This joint is highly flexible and can be fabricated from a single sheet of material. LET joints can be combined in series or parallel to create a
symmetrical joint in which each individual LET joint experiences less deflection during the overall
rotation of the hinge. This leads to decreased stress or increased deflection than in a traditional
hinge [30]. LET joints serve as surrogates for folded creases. Surrogate folds allow non-paper
materials to have a folding motion. [31]

5

Deployable
Mechanisms
Active
Deployment

Passive
Deployment
Non-Strain
Energy
Mechanisms

Strain Energy
Mechanisms

External
Actuation

Internal
Actuation
Concentrated

Distributed

Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of deployable, origami-based mechanisms. This chapter explores the passive, strain-energy based path of the taxonomy.

Since the field of deployable origami is relatively new, there are many actuation techniques
that have yet to be explored. With regards to an origami solar array, Zirbel et al. [1] describe
five potential methods of actuation for this specific origami-based mechanism: a motor-driven
perimeter truss, pneumatic actuation, centripetal acceleration, stored strain energy, and thermal
activation via shape memory plastic. This chapter will further explore the use of stored strain
energy as a means of actuation for a variety of origami-based mechanisms.

2.3

Taxonomy of Self-Actuation
In order to better understand the principles of self-actuation, a taxonomy of deployable

mechanisms, Figure 2.1, was created. This taxonomy demonstrates that there are several different
types of deployable mechanisms and provides one organizational method to better understand the
design space. This taxonomy is designed to help narrow the field from deployable mechanisms
in general, to those that use a concentrated, internal actuation approach for strain-energy mechanisms that passively deploy. Passive deployment has several desirable characteristics including
a reduction in actuation complexity, freedom from self-jamming, determinism of degrees of freedom, and repeatability. The purpose of this taxonomy is to advance the thought process of using
strain energy in origami-based, deployable systems.

6

Figure 2.2: Active Deployment using a motor driven truss [1]

2.3.1

Active vs. Passive Deployment
The taxonomy divides deployable mechanisms into two categories: those that actively and

passively deploy. These two subcategories of deployable mechanisms are differentiated by the
concept of active control. A mechanism that requires constant user input to go through the deployment would be classified as active deployment. An example of this type deployment would include
a solar array with a motor-driven truss. A 1/20th scaled prototype for a motor-driven truss used
to deploy an origami solar pattern based on the origami flasher crease pattern is shown in Figure
2.2 [1]. Active deployment can also allow for a reversible and repeatable actuation. These reversible systems can often control the degree of actuation and enables these mechanisms to reside
in other states besides the fully deployed and fully compact states achieved through passive deployment. Active deployments expands the capabilities of the mechanism and allows it to remain
in intermediate states.
Passive deployment is actuation that can be triggered by user input or an expected environmental stimulus. For example, a user input might include cutting a string constricting movement
on a strain-energy mechanism, but then the device actuates from one energy state to another with
no additional input. Shape memory alloys are one method of facilitating passive deployment that
relies on an environmental stimulus. This material can actuate by changing the temperature of the
material [32]. Shape memory alloys can be combined with light-sensitive materials to form complex shapes that can be folded sequentially by exposing portions of the material to a series of lights

7

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Shape memory flasher passively deployed from (a) folded to (b) unfolded [1].

that allow different sections to fold [33]. This type of strain-energy deployment requires a ”trigger,” either through applying a current to alter the temperature of the mechanism or by exposure to
lights and is, therefore, categorized as passive. The release of deployment energy allows for passive deployment with the use of a triggering mechanism. A flasher folded from a shape memory
polymer can be actuated from its folded state to completely flat through temperature variations,

8

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.4: Internal actuation of origami flasher. Unconstrained, lowest energy state when (a)
unfolded and (b) constrained, fully folded configuration.

Figure 2.3 [1]. The pattern is capable of moving when it is heated up and remains stationary after
cooling.

2.3.2

Strain Energy vs Non-Strain Energy Mechanisms
This chapter is only concerned with strain energy mechanisms so the taxonomy groups

all non-strain energy mechanisms into one subcategory. Passive, non-strain energy mechanisms
include those actuated by variations in temperature or an electrical signal. These actuation approaches are accomplished by triggering the deployment to a predetermined configuration. Unlike
strain energy mechanisms, the energy needed to actuate the mechanism is not stored within the
mechanism. Strain energy mechanisms can be further differentiated by whether they use internal
or external actuation mechanisms.

2.3.3

Internal vs. External Actuation
Internal actuation is when the origami-based mechanism itself facilitates deployment. No

additional mechanism is required to move the mechanism from one configuration to another. One
such mechanism is an origami crease pattern with a strain-storing material for hinges. Assuming
this material has little to no creep deformation, once that stored strain energy is released, the
origami will unfold to its lowest energy state without further action taken to induce movement. An
example of this is an origami flasher. The paper flasher in Figure 2.4 is shown both in its folded,
strain-storing state and in the deployed configuration after the strain energy has been released.

9

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: External actuation of origami flasher using tape springs, (a) unfolded and (b) folded [1].

Mechanisms categorized under external actuation require a separate device to facilitate
the actuation. This device can be either in-plane or out-of-plane with the mechanism itself. It
increases the part count, size, and mass of the apparatus, but is potentially simpler to design than
a mechanism with internal actuation. An origami crease pattern actuated with a strain-energy

10

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: Camp stove with concentrated, LET joints in (a) unfolded and (b) folded configurations.

external device would involve an additional system placed along the hinges. For example, tape
springs that run along the hinges to allow the mechanism to snap from folded to unfolded, as shown
in Figure 2.5 [1]. These hinges provide the strain storing capabilities for the entire mechanism.
Without this source of external actuation, the device has the potential to be unfolded or folded as
a result of active deployment. But once an external, strain-storing hinge or joint is attached, the
mechanism is then capable of passive deployment.

2.3.4

Concentrated vs Distributed
The differentiation of concentrated vs distributed deals with the qualification that the mech-

anism has a localized stiffness reduction through the use of joints or creases. A rolled up piece of
paper unrolls once it is released. This is an example of distributed, strain energy in a deployable
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mechanism with internal actuation. A mechanism with creases or joints would have concentrated
strain energy. One such type of internal joint is a LET joint. The camping stove shown in Figure
2.6 stows flat and folds out into a triangle using LET joints. The low energy state of these mechanisms can be manipulated through processes such as heat setting to create a desirable position
change for specific applications.
The next section of this chapter explores mechanisms that fall under the concentrated category for deployable strain-energy mechanisms with internal actuation.

2.4

Characteristics for Self-Deployment
This section seeks to identify several characteristics for self-deployment in concentrated,

deployable strain-energy mechanisms with internal actuation and provide further understanding of
these characteristics by providing relevant examples. These characteristics include:
1. Biasing
2. Strain-Energy Storage
3. Monotonic Strain Energy Storage
4. Multistability

2.4.1

Biasing
Strain-energy mechanisms can be designed to have a biasing behavior once subjected to

certain processes, such as heat setting/annealing. This biasing allows the low energy state of the
mechanisms to be shifted, thus affecting the final deployment state of these strain energy mechanisms. For these concentrated, deployable strain-energy mechanisms with internal actuation, biasing provides more flexibility with self-deployment as the exact deployment process can be designed
around shifting the lowest energy state. This allows the actuation to be altered from the traditional
deployment motion.
One application of biasing includes manipulating these strain-energy mechanisms by designing them to spring closed rather than open. An example of this type of biasing can be shown in
Figure 2.7 for a heat-set origami flasher pattern. Figure 2.7a (a) displays the resting configuration
12

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.7: Biased origami flasher. Unconstrained, lowest energy state when folded (a) and constrained, deployed configuration (b). This is opposite of the flasher shown in Figure 4.

of the model after its lowest energy state has been shifted to it’s fully stowed form. Figure 2.7b (b)
shows the model after its been forced into its deployed state. Once the force causing the model to
remain open is released, the model ”self-deploys” back into its stowed configuration.

2.4.2

Strain-Energy Storage Deployment
Concentrated, strain-energy mechanisms must be capable of strain-energy storage in order

for the mechanism to be able to self-deploy. This is determined both by the material selection
and geometry of the joints. If the material of the mechanism is one that has strain-energy storage
behaviors, and has little to no creep, it follows that the mechanism will be able to self-deploy by
releasing that stored strain energy. For these concentrated, strain-energy mechanisms, only the
joints are required to be strain storing to facilitate self-deployment. This can be in the form of a
simple crease, or through the use of more complex joints.
LET joints have a compliant nature and can be designed such that they store strain energy.
LET joints increase the fatigue life of the mechanism as compared with that of a single torsional
hinge by decreasing the deflection along each individual component torsional hinge comprising
the LET joint, providing either a lowered stress or maintaining the same stress level for a larger
rotation. A collapsing volcano pattern manufactured from wood with LET joints cut into the entire
model is displayed in Figure 2.8. The LET joints allow the wood to curve and fold while still
storing strain energy. When the model is no longer constrained into its folded configuration, it
reverts back to its completely flat state.
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Figure 2.8: Strain-energy storing collapsing volcano.

2.4.3

Monotonic Strain-Energy Storage
It is possible to increase the amount of stored strain energy in a mechanism by varying

several parameters. By increasing the amount of deflection that a mechanism experiences, the
strain energy stored in that mechanism is also increased. The lowest energy state of a mechanism
can be manipulated by pre-loading the joint (biasing). This allows mechanisms to be designed so
that they experience the maximum deflection possible. These biased mechanisms have increased
stored strain energy for given deflection when compared the the original mechanism.
An increase in stiffness of a joint will result in more strain energy. This stiffness can
be manipulated through several means, such as increasing the cross sectional inertia, changing
materials, and increasing the length of the hinge. A change in several of these variables, deflection,
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pre-loading joints/hinges and increasing the length of the hinge, results in a predictable, monotonic
strain energy storage response. For example, a mechanism can be pre-loaded through biasing to
shift its lowest energy state further from the point at which the mechanism is stowed. This would
increase the overall deflection that the mechanism experiences and increase the strain-energy that
it is capable of storing. Another example involves a hinge composed of LET joints. Increasing the
length of the hinge by adding additional LET joints in parallel would increase the stiffness of the
hinge and increase the overall mechanism strain-energy storing capacity. The linear relationship
between these parameters and the stiffness allows for a very predictable change in strain energy
storage, but any monotonic response can be modeled.
There is a nonlinear relationship between stiffness and an increase in the cross sectional
inertia. Through modeling, this non-linear stiffness still results in a predictable change in strain
energy. By varying the cross sectional area of a joint or hinge, there is potential to increase the
strain-energy exponentially rather than linearly with increased stiffness. There is also a nonlinear relationship between stiffness and material selection. A variation in material would lead to a
discrete difference in the amount of stored strain energy.

2.4.4

Multistability
New applications for origami-based, internal strain energy mechanisms with passive de-

ployment are enabled when the stability points of multistable mechanisms can be individually
designed. This efficient use of strain energy allows for a controlled actuation method of these
mechanisms. Work by Pehrson et al. [34] describes a mechanism, TABIV, made from monolithic
thick-sheet materials. This mechanism stores strain energy and can be designed so that it has multiple local energy minima, which allows the mechanism to become bistable. This thick-origami
mechanism uses surrogate folds to allow it to go from flat to folded. The exact motion of this
mechanism cannot be predicted unless the strain energy is analyzed in each of the folds since the
degrees of freedom analysis is underconstrained. Pehrson et al. [34] explore the relationship between sector angles and energy behavior and explore the possibility of optimizing sector angles to
yield greater stiffness in the folded state.
Hanna et al. [2] describe a bistable, origami waterbomb base. Figure 2.9 created by Hanna
et al. displays the non-dimensionalized potential energy plot for a waterbomb with panel angles of
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Figure 2.9: Bistable origami waterbomb base [2].

60 degrees. The waterbomb is in stable equilibrium at the two minima and the unstable equilibrium
position is located at the sharp peak. By biasing the joints of this waterbomb, or other similar
mechanisms, the stable equilibrium positions can be shifted. This resulting change in stability
points can affect the amount of stored strain energy.
In the future, exploration could be done to optimize different strain energy mechanisms
with concentrated, internal actuation so that they are capable of storing the maximum strain energy, which can then be used to self-deploy the mechanisms. Additionally, by designing these
mechanisms with multiple local minima, these mechanisms could be designed so that they have
multiple stable states as they go through the deployment process. Models developed by Pehrson
et al. could be used to describe the behavior of these strain-energy mechanisms and biasing these
mechanisms to strategically position their lowest energy position will improve their bistability.

2.5

Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates an organizational system to characterize actuation approaches

for origami-based systems using internal strain-energy storage and release using a taxonomy of
deployable mechanisms. This taxonomy allows for a better understanding of the behaviors of
self-actuating mechanisms and has led to the identification of several characteristics present in
concentrated, deployable strain-energy mechanisms with internal actuation. These characteristics
include biasing, strain-energy storage, monotonic strain-energy storage, and multistability. By
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harnessing these behaviors, it is possible to create systems that use strain- energy to self-deploy.
Further study of these characteristics is needed before they can be utilized to develop solutions
to specific applications in areas such as minimally invasive surgical tools, medical implants, and
deployable space systems. The techniques outlined in this chapter have the potential to expand
the applications of origami-based design by increasing the function of origami mechanisms that
move and deploy. This chapter describes methods to produce mechanisms that are capable of
accomplishing this movement without further user input or additional hardware.
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CHAPTER 3.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SELF-DEPLOYMENT APPLIED TO
BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS

3.1

Introduction
Origami-based designs are useful in many applications, including the medical device indus-

try, because of their ability to fold into complex, compact shapes and then deploy into a specific
final configuration. These origami-based devices have the potential to be increasingly useful if
this deployment process were made possible through self-deploying processes that utilize strainenergy, which could reduce part count and complexity in these minimally invasive devices. Additionally, these self-actuating devices have the potential to create additional breakthroughs in the
medical device field by reducing weight, volume, part count and complexity of the design. By
creating systems with these characteristics, there is potential to lead to reduced cost, scarring, and
recovery time. There are several key characteristics of self-deployment in [35]. These characteristics are biasing, strain-energy storage, monotonic strain-energy storage, and multi-stability.
By demonstrating these characteristics as they are applied to two specific biomedical applications,
an origami retractor and origami guided catheter, this work will show feasibility of incorporating
these design characteristics in selected biomedical applications.

3.2

Background
Key background required for this work is outlined below including a discussion of origami-

based design, deployable structures, and an organizational system for categorizing the deployment
methods used in a subset of existing biomedical devices. By categorizing these devices into this
organizational system by deployment method, this review highlights the most popular actuation
techniques and the areas that could benefit from further development, namely passive, internally
actuated, concentrated, strain-based deployment.
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3.2.1

Origami-Based Design
Origami, traditionally a form of art, has been explored in recent years as a means of

developing novel mechanical devices. Because of its ability to fold up into complex shapes,
origami designs have inspired morphing structures [4, 5], medical applications [6–8], space applications [9–13], shopping bags [14], airbags [15], pop-up books [16], and robotics [17, 18]. These
origami-based systems are particularly valuable in the design of mechanisms because of their ability to deploy from one configuration into another predetermined configuration. These origami
devices have been designed to fold from non-paper, thick materials through manipulation of the
hinges [36]. Origami mechanisms are capable of deploying from fully stowed to fully folded, a
characteristic that has proven useful in the design of minimally invasive surgical devices.

3.2.2

Deployable Structures
Deployable origami and other deployable structures have been used in many applications

including space telescopes [11, 26], bellows [12], debris barriers [13], energy absorption mechanisms [25], interactive origami lights [28], and air filters [25]. These deployable structures enable
unique, situation-based solutions to be designed based on their environment and application. Techniques used to actuate these deployable structures across a broad range of scales can be utilized in
the categorization of deployment methods.

3.2.3

Heat Setting
Origami mechanisms can be made from a wide variety of materials [37, 38]. Sheet materi-

als that closely resembles paper thickness do not require additional thick-folding techniques. Sheet
polymers have a specific advantage in the tailorability of the properties through the use of various
polymers or annealing techniques. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) has been used in origami
mechanisms for its high tensile strength, crystalline structure, and recyclability. It is also biocompatible, making it a prime candidate for biomedical applications [39–41]. PET is a semi-crystalline
material that can be treated through heat setting, which can be used to change the lowest energy
state of the pattern. Biasing the lowest energy state to occur in a given state allows strain energy
response to be tailored to a given application [42].
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of deployable, origami-based mechanisms.

3.2.4

Taxonomy of Deployable Mechanisms
In previous work [35], a taxonomy was developed as an organizational system for deploy-

able, origami-based mechanisms. This taxonomy is intended to assist during the concept development stage of the design process [43]. Through the universal use of this taxonomy, a database of
self-deploying, origami-based mechanisms can be created and serve as a resource when developing
the concept of a design.
There is a broad range of deployment methods used in medical implant devices. These
methods include motor driven, pneumatic deployment, thermally actuated, shape memory materials, fluid-driven, and chemically driven deployment. Previous work outlined in [35] sought to
categorize the different types of deployment seen in all types of deployable mechanisms. This
organizational system characterizing actuation approaches can be seen in Figure 3.1. The aim of
developing this taxonomy was to better understand the behaviors of self-actuating mechanisms
and build upon these characteristics. A brief explanation of the organizational system is included
below.
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Passive vs Active Deployment
The taxonomy begins by splitting deployable mechanisms into those actuated passively
or actively. Active deployment requires active control and constant user input. This type of deployment is often seen in cases in which the process is later reversed. An example of this would
include a mechanical, motor-driven truss designed to unfold a large-scale solar array for space
application. This assembly is deployed, stowed for launch, and then re-deployed once in space.
Alternatively, passive actuation is instead triggered through means of user input or environmental
stimulus. The release of deployment energy allows for passive deployment with the use of a triggering mechanism. This allows the mechanism to move in a pre-designed motion from one energy
state to another without further direct input. Shape memory alloys are a popular example of passive deployment. This type of deployment is often utilized in applications requiring non-reversible
actuation, such as minimally invasive heart stents.

Non-Strain-Energy vs Strain-Energy
The taxonomy then explores passive deployment further by splitting this category into
mechanisms that use strain energy in their actuation, and those that use some other means. Most
of the devices explored later in this chapter fall under the non-strain energy category of this taxonomy. These devices utilize shape memory alloys, fluids, enzymes, etc. to facilitate deployment.
The work done in the development of this taxonomy was mostly concerned with mechanisms that
employed strain energy to drive the passive actuation process and hints at further work that will
later be done on biomedical implants deployed using strain energy [35].

External vs Internal
Passive, strain-energy deployment can be further differentiated by whether the strain energy
is stored within the mechanism itself (internal) or if an additional strain-storing device is attached
to the mechanism (external). Internal actuation can be achieved through the use of strain-storing
materials for hinges. Many origami devices made from compliant materials utilize this type of
deployment technique. For devices made from materials not inclined to store strain energy in
quantities necessary to achieve motion but nonetheless still designed to fold or move when actively
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actuated, its sometimes possible to attach an additional, strain-storing device to allow for passive
movement. One example of this would involve attaching tape springs along the hinges of an
origami mechanism that would otherwise remain immobile, thus allowing the strain energy stored
within the folded tape springs to drive the movement or the mechanism.

Concentrated vs Distributed
In cases when mechanisms use passive, strain energy with internal actuation, its also important to distinguish whether the strain energy is concentrated along the length of a hinge/joint or
distributed throughout the entire mechanism. A simple mechanism made from rolled, strain-storing
materials is capable of deployment. More complex devices usually create localized stiffness reductions in the form of hinges/joints that concentrate the stored strain energy and allow for more
controlled deployment.

3.3

Deployment Methods of Biomedical Applications
Existing technology on deployable medical devices was examined and categorized into the

taxonomy detailed above. 29 of the 170 publications found on PubMed using the search criteria
Origami or Deployable and Biomedical discuss deployable medical devices. Articles on diagnostic
medical devices and biological imaging machines were not considered. A review article [44] on
origami-based medical devices led to 6 more sources were germane to the discipline from the list of
sources. The review includes 14 technology push applications of deployable biomedical devices.
These devices will be listed along with a description of their function in the sections that follow. A
summary of this discussion is also presented in Table 3.1.
This systematic review of the technical literature seeks to support the overall objective of
this thesis. This overall objective is to develop and demonstrate techniques for self-deployment
of origami-based mechanical systems achieved through internal strain-energy storage and release.
Through the categorization of exiting technology used in the biomedical field, this systematic
review will demonstrate which biomedical devices utilize strain-energy to self-deploy and other
existing technology used in the deployment process of these devices.
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3.3.1

Active Deployment
There are several biomedical devices that utilize active deployment. The Watchman De-

vice [45], which is designed to treat atrial fibrillation, is actively deployed as the catheter used to
implant percutaneously the Watchman is retracted. This allows the Watchman to percutaneously
deploy as it is released from the catheter. The RVED, a minimally invasive device developed by
Horvath et al. [46] and designed to treat right heart failure, is actuated by a combination of robotics
and pneumatic devices. Untethered, remotely activated microgrippers that are either chemically or
thermally triggered can be manipulated spatially through the use of magnets to perform specific
functions [47]. A deployable and expandable interbody lumbar fusion cage, LUNA, is actively
pushed through a tube to expand and curve into its final shape. This cage also expands axially
to form a broad endplate with a larger footprint while still retaining segmental stability [48]. The
D-CORE, a deployable, rolling contact element joint inspired by the Jacobs ladder toy, can be
manufactured flat before it is folded into its first configuration, which is compact but undeployed.
The second configuration of the D-CORE is a static, deployed state in which hard stops are employed to intentionally decrease the range of motion. This joint has been proposed as a potential
deployable, spinal implant actuated through the application of forces applied by hand or internal
Table 3.1: Deployment Methods of Biomedical Devices
Active Deployment
Watchman Device [45]
RVED [46]
Untethered Microgrippers [47]
LUNA [48]
D-CORE [49]
HSAs [50]
CTF [51]
Oriceps [52]
MI VAD [53]
Edible Implants [54]
Origami Stent Graft [55]
Thermally Actuated Robots [56]
FOAM [57]
Enzyme Grippers [58]

Passive Deployment
Non-Strain-Energy Strain-Energy

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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springs. Though Nelson et al. also suggest the possibility passive deployment using SMAs, thermal, or pneumatic actuation to deploy the D-CORE [49]. And finally, Lipton et al. used a biological inspired technique to form both compliant and rigid structures from handed shearing auxetics
(HSAs), allowing the structure to switch from rigid to compliant. This strategy has applications in
engineered DNA structures, chemical microstructures, medical stents, or large engineered structures [50].

3.3.2

Passive Deployment
Most of the passively deployed biomedical devices do not utilize strain-energy in their

deployment. Several applications of these types of mechanisms are described in the NonStrainEnergy Mechanisms section below. The one example of a passively deployed, strain-energy
biomedical device is described in the Strain-Energy Mechanisms section that follows..

Non Strain-Energy Mechanisms
Kuribayashi-Shigetomi et al. exploit the cell traction force (CTF) in combination with
origami folding techniques as a biological force to drive the actuation of 3D cell-laden microstructures. These self-folding and biocompatible devices show great potential for cell-based micromedical devices or to create fabricated artificial tissue, or stents/grafts [51]. The Oriceps, an
origami-based, minimally invasive gripper, is a multi-input device actuated through an applied
magnetic field, though SMAs have also been suggested as a deployment technique [52]. A design
for a minimally invasive VAD device is proposed by Hsu et al. The VAD is designed such that it
can withstand the hydrodynamic forces and is capable of achieving its folded configuration without
permanent deformation. This device is made from nitinol and utilizes the shape memory effect to
deploy [53]. Kim et al. detail edible, self-deployable medical implants requiring electric current
sources. The initial dehydrated configuration of the device is inserted into a gelatin capsule, which
is later dissolved. The device, which was made from a PGSin material, then rehydrates to induce a
shape recovery and subsequently self-deploys [54].
Kuribayashi et al. designed an origami stent graft that deploys passively through the use
of shape memory alloys. This origami stent graft uses a single foldable foil rather than a wire
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mesh stent with a membrane [55]. Passively deployable, self-folding, thermally actuating robots
were developed by Miyashita et al. A heat stimulus causes the multi-layer sheet to contract while
the rigid, structural layers determine the fold angels. Miyashita et al suggest applications for this
self-folding robot in the medical field due to its lightweight, compact shape, though no specific
medical application is listed [56]. Li et al. propose the architecture of fluid-driven artificial muscles
inspired by origami (FOAM). These artificial muscles are actuated by creating a pressure vacuum
relative to ambient pressure. Artificial muscles are capable of powerful, efficient, programmable,
multidimensional motion with applications in several fields, including minimally invasive surgical
devices [57].

Strain-Energy Mechanisms
Bassik et al. describe how enzymes can be used to trigger passive, concentrated deployment
in minimally invasive grippers. Specifically, the enzyme degradation of the biopolymer hinges
triggers the movement in the grippers by releasing the stored strain energy in the multilayer hinges
with a biopolymer trigger and ferromagnetic elements [58].

Conclusions of Systematic Review
This systematic review of deployable biomedical devices highlights the lack of devices that
utilize strain-energy to deploy. Through the categorization of these devices shown in Table 3.1,
it can be noted that most of the biomedical devices reviewed are actuated using active or passive,
non-strain-energy techniques. Most commonly, shape memory materials and other passive, nonstrain-energy methods are utilized in the deployment process. This thesis emphasizes the lack of
passive, strain-energy deployed devices.
Through categorization, there is now a greater understanding of how existing biomedical
devices work in the context of the taxonomy. By looking at these devices based on the energy
storage system, and then categorizing them using the taxonomy, designers can better understand
the possible uses of these biomedical devices. This further expands the potential for product design
through the creation of a database of similar deployable medical devices and allows designers to
pull design ideas from existing technology with greater ease.
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The field of deployable medical devices would benefit from further exploration of strainenergy deployment to provide easy-to-use instruments for minimally invasive surgery capable of
providing increased benefit to patients by further reducing cost, scarring, and recovery time. Some
of the devices, for example the Oriceps and D-Core, that use shape memory alloys or other passive,
non-strain energy techniques, could instead be deployed using strain energy. Through development
of new actuation techniques applied to existing technology, the fields of deployable biomedical
devices and strain-energy can be further explored by practitioners and engineering designers.

3.4

Characteristics of Self-Deployment as applied to Biomedical Applications
There are four characteristics of self-deployment [35]. In order to utilize strain-energy

deployment techniques to self-deploy a mechanism, these characteristics must be considered. The
characteristics are listed below.
1. Biasing
2. Strain-Energy Storage
3. Monotonic Strain-Energy Storage
4. Multi-stability
These characteristics are summarized in the following sections and applied to two specific
biomedical devices. The origami bellows pattern is used in the application of a guided catheter
device and the Muira-ori tessellation has been proposed in the design of an origami-based surgical
retractor.

3.4.1

Biasing
Through the use of biasing processes such as heat setting, deployable devices can be ma-

nipulated to become stable in a more desirable configuration. By shifting the lowest energy state
of the mechanism, the final configuration can be specifically selected. This can allow for different deployment motions as the applications require. These mechanisms can be designed to spring
closed rather than open, as shown in Figure 3.2. These mechanisms can also be constrained into
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.2: Biased origami flasher. Unconstrained, lowest energy state when folded (a) and constrained, deployed configuration (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Initial folded Muira-ori and (b) intermediately biased Muira-ori tessellation.

an intermediate fold state and biased to shift the resting position closer to either the fully folded or
fully unfolded configuration. Figure 3.3 displays the Muira-ori tessellation in its natural, initially
folded position and intermediately biased towards fully folded after heat setting process.
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3.4.2

Strain-Energy Storage
Self-deploying mechanisms that utilize strain energy to fold or unfold must be capable of

storing strain energy. This strain-storing capability is determined by both the material selection
and geometry of the joints. This strain energy can be stored in the hinges/joints or the material
itself.
Strain energy is the amount of energy stored in a body due to deformation. By measuring
the force required to compress both the bellows and Muira-ori origami patterns using a tensile test
(shown in Figure3.5), plotting it against the displacement, and then calculating the area under the
curve using the trapezoidal rule, the work, and consequently the amount of strain energy stored,
can be calculated for these specific mechanisms. This test was performed ten times on ten separate
specimens for each pattern. The tensile tester was programmed with set initial and final positions
for each pattern so that each of the 10 tests for each pattern experienced the same amount of
deflection. A plot of the force vs displacement for each pattern is shown in Figure 3.4. The force
shot up towards the end of the compression test as the tensile tester began measuring forces required
to compress the material rather than just fold the origami patterns. The data used to calculate the
amount of work was cut off once the slope exceeded .001245 and 0.004 for the Muira-ori and
bellows patterns respectively. The bellows and Muira-ori patterns were capable of storing, on
average, 0.38 N-m and 1.07 N-m respectively. Table 3.2 displays the amount of work required to
compress both patterns for each of the ten tests. This table also displays data that will be discussed
further in section 3.4.3. Calculations were performed using MATLAB and the code is provided in
Appendix A.

3.4.3

Monotonic Strain-Energy Storage
There are several ways to vary the amount of strain energy stored in a mechanism by chang-

ing the stiffness. These methods include increasing or decreasing the amount of deflection the
mechanism experiences, varying the cross-sectional area, using different materials, and increasing
or decreasing the overall length of the hinge. These methods will be summarized in more detail in
the subsections below.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Tensile testing to measure force required to compress (a) bellows and (b) Muira-ori
origami patterns.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Force vs displacement plot of (a) bellows and (b) Muira-ori origami patterns.

Increased or Decreased Deflection
The amount of stored strain energy in a mechanism is related to the degree of deflection
each hinge experiences. Through processes such as heat setting, it is possible to increase or decrease the overall deflection a mechanism experiences if the low energy state is shifted further
away from the final configuration. This results in a predictable, monotonic strain-energy storage
response.
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When examining a single degree vertex, there is a linear force vs displacement relationship,
assuming that the material properties are retained through the heat setting process. The force it
takes to compress a mechanism as it relates to the amount of deflection, in this case theta, can be
theoretically plotted for a crease that is biased at 0°, 15°, and 30°, shown in Figure 3.6. A legend for
the three different biasing positions is shown in Figure 3.6a. As the naturally undeflected angle of
this fold is set at higher angles, the amount of force required to deflect the vertex to 45° decreases.
This is shown by the shifting force deflection lines. A vertex biased at 0° would require no force to
deflect it to 0°. This is shown with a x intercept at 0° for the black line in Figure 3.6b. When this
fold is then biased to have a resting configuration at 15°, this vertex would then require a positive
force to open it to 30° and a negative force to close it to 0°. This is shown by the red line in Figure
3.6b. This line has an x intercept at 15°. Similarly, when the bias is then shifted to 30°, the forcedeflection relationship shifts further right along the x-axis. Less positive force is required to open
the vertex biased at 30° than 15°. And a greater negative force is required to deflect this vertex
back to a fully folded configuration. This is shown by the blue line in Figure 3.6b.
To validate this concept, all 10 of the physical prototypes for both the Muira-ori and the
bellows patterns that were used to measure strain-energy storage in Section 3.4.2 were biased
further towards their further folded configuration. The tesile tester’s initial and final positions for
each pattern were reset for the decreased amount of deflection each specimen would experience.
Figure 3.7 shows the test jigs used to constrain these samples into a partially folded configuration.
These samples were then tested with the same procedure described in Section 3.4.2. This was done
for both the bellows pattern and the Muira-ori tessellation. Figure 3.8 shows the force measured
as the bellows were compressed both before and after heat setting. Since the pattern was biased
towards fully folded, the energy wells, present because of the multi-stable nature of this pattern,
shown by three distinct local maxima in Figure 3.8a, were smoothed out in Figure 3.8b. Similarly,
there was a reduction in noise between Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b. With the pattern partially
folded, the change points in the Muira-ori tesselation that caused some spikes to occur in Figure
3.9a no longer had the potential to fold in the wrong direction, and therefore, the folding motion
was smoother after the pattern had been heat set.
The work required to compress these patterns after the biasing point was shifted more
towards fully folded is also included in Table 3.2. This table also shows the change in amount of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Singe-degree-vertex force-vs-deflection relationship. As the vertex is biased into a
stable states of 0°, 15°, and 30°, shown in (a), the amount of force required to deflect the vertex
varies. As the natural resting angle of the crease increases, the line depicting the linear relationship
between force and deflection positively shifts along the horizontal axis, as shown in (b).

work, or difference in strain energy stored within these patterns, when the patterns were biased in
different configurations. When both patterns were heat set in configurations that allowed for less
deflection to reach the fully folded state, the amount of measured strain energy stored within the
mechanism decreased. On average, the strain energy stored within the bellows pattern decreased
by 0.078 N-m after a the deflection was decreased by 104.9 mm. Similarly, there was a decrease
in strain energy stored for the Muira-ori pattern, 0.70 N-m, when the deflection decreased by 40.3
mm.
A potential source of error for this data is caused by the patterns not being uniformly folded
in the tensile tester due to change points and multi-stability points in the crease patterns. This
caused the before data to jump around while the after data had a much smoother force-deflection
relationship. Additionally, the assumption was made that the material properties are the same both
before and after heat setting. Should this assumption prove to be false, it would account for some
error in the results.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Testing jigs used to constrain (a) bellows and (b) Muira-ori origami patterns.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.8: Force-vs-displacement plot for compression test of bellows pattern (a) before and (b)
after heat setting.

Change in Cross Section
Changing the cross-sectional area of a mechanism has a non-linear response with the
amount of stored strain-energy. The stiffness, and consequentially the stored strain-energy, can
be exponentially, rather than linearly, increased by varying the cross-sectional area. This change
can be predicted through complex modeling.
Flexibility, and consequently stiffness, is influenced by size and shape. For symmetrical cross sections, increasing the cross-sectional area will also increase the stiffness. For non32

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.9: Force-vs-displacement plot for compression test of Muira-ori pattern (a) before and (b)
after heat setting.

symmetrical cross sections, orientation also influences stiffness. A part loaded on the thinner side
will be more flexible. A part that is three times as wide as it is thick, would be nine times more
flexible in one direction than the other orientation [3]. Also, changing the distribution of the geometry, through cross-sections such as I-beams, allows for stiffer parts while maintaining the same
volume.
Table 3.2: Work (N-m) required to compress both bellows and Muira-ori patterns,
before and after a shift in biasing
Bellows
Muira-Ori
Sample Number Before After Difference Before After Difference
1
0.29
0.23
0.053
0.72
0.29
0.43
2
0.52
0.37
0.14
1.0
0.32
0.69
3
0.35
0.23
0.12
1.2
0.43
0.75
4
0.43
0.26
0.16
1.2
0.40
0.80
5
0.36
0.32
0.038
1.2
0.41
0.76
6
0.35
0.27
0.077
1.4
0.52
0.87
7
0.29
0.26
0.027
1.0
0.36
0.68
8
0.37
0.35
0.022
0.89
0.39
0.51
9
0.40
0.31
0.084
1.1
0.30
0.85
10
0.46
0.41
0.053
0.95
0.31
0.64
Average
0.38
0.30
0.078
1.1
0.37
0.70
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Change in Material
Changing the material selection for the mechanism would also lead to a discrete difference
in stored strain-energy. This material must be capable of storing strain energy and have little to no
creep to be capable of self-deployment.
The Handbook of Compliant Mechanisms [3] describes three methods of influencing flexibility: material properties (what it is made of), geometry (its shape and size), and loading and
boundary conditions (how it is held and loaded). Considering the different material properties
of each material and their different stiffness, the strain energy stored within these self-deploying
mechanisms can be changed depending on the material used. When designing mechanisms for
flexibility, materials with high strength and low Youngs modulus are desirable. A comparison
of different materials can be conducted using a ratio of strength to Young’s modulus or using
resilience of materials, which is a measure of energy per unit volume a material can withstand
without inflicting permanent change.

Increased or Decreased Length of Hinge
There is a linear change in stiffness that occurs when the length of a hinge changes. An
example of this would include a hinge composed of Lamina Emergent Torsional (LET) joints [30].
The stiffness, which is related to the amount of stored strain energy, can be decreased by including
more LET joints in parallel. The stiffness is also reduced when the overall length of the hinge
increases. This is shown in Figure 3.10 with a finite element model of a LET joint when the length
of the hinge increases from 65 mm to 95 mm and the stiffness decreases from 148.8 MPa to 108.0
MPa. The overall length of the hinge increases because the length of the arms increase. There is no
change in length to the center rectangle. Both ABS joints experience the same amount of rotation,
35°. This decrease in stiffness results in less overall strain-energy storage in the LET joint. A
reduction in stiffness results in less force required to rotate the hinge a given deflection. Increasing
the length of the hinge decreases the force, which results in less work and a decrease in strain
energy stored within the hinge. Calculations were performed using ANSYS and the associated
batch file is included as Appendix B.
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65mm

95mm

(b)
(a)

Figure 3.10: FEA modeling of a LET joint with varying lengths of hinges, (a) 65mm and (b) 95
mm, deflected to 35°. Stiffness decreased from 148.8 MPa to 108.0 MPa due to the 30mm increase
in hinge length.

3.4.4

Multi-stability
During the design process, mechanisms that are multi-stable that use strain energy to deploy

can be designed with specific stable configurations in mind. By designing the energy wells to occur
at specific locations in the deployment process, these mechanisms can be optimized to store the
maximum amount of strain energy or be stable in predetermined points in the deployment. These
mechanisms can also be customized to have multiple stable states by creating multiple local energy
minima. This has already been shown to be effective in medical applications by Sargent et al. [39].

3.5

Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates the feasibility of using strain energy to deploy polymer-based

mechanisms for selected biomedical devices. This is accomplished by illustrating the manipulation of strain-energy storage using the characteristics of strain-energy based deployment, biasing,
strain-energy storage, monotonic strain-energy storage, and multi-stability. There is a demonstration of several characteristics in the context of both biomedical applications, an origami guided
catheter that uses the origami-bellows pattern and an origami-based retractor with a Muira-ori
design. These demonstrated characteristics are biasing, strain-energy storage, and the change in
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deflection aspect of monotonic strain-energy storage. The other elements of monotonic strainenergy storage are either discussed or, in the case of increasing the length of of a hinge, validated
with FEA models. The multi-stability characteristic has already been demonstrated in the context of biomedical applications. In the future, more testing should be done to verify that material
properties remain unchanged after heat setting.
The systematic review of deployable biomedical devices highlights the lack of devices that
utilize strain energy to deploy. This chapter proposed the use strain-energy deployment for some of
the existing technologies that currently use shape memory alloys or other passive, non-strain energy
techniques. In doing so, the fields of deployable biomedical devices and strain-energy deployment
can be further explored by practitioners and engineering designers. By looking at these devices
based on the energy storage system, and then categorizing them using the taxonomy, designers
can better understand the possible uses of these biomedical devices and desigers can utilize this
database to pull from existing technology to design new deployable, biomedical devices.
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CHAPTER 4.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this thesis is to develop and demonstrate techniques for self-deployment
of origami-based mechanical systems achieved through internal strain-energy storage and release,
with special application to medical implant devices. This work contributes to the knowledge base
of self-actuating deployable structures in origami-based mechanical systems by developing design
concepts and models that utilize strain-energy deployment. This thesis both develops the foundational characteristics for self-actuation, and then demonstrates its feasibility thorough applications
in medical implant devices. This objective of this thesis is achieved by first categorizing different
deployment methods in origami-based, deployable mechanisms and then further exploring the use
of strain energy to facilitate actuation in specific biomedical, deployable mechanisms.
This thesis provides an organizational system to characterize actuation approaches for
origami-based systems using internal strain-energy storage and release using a taxonomy of deployable mechanisms. The use of this taxonomy allows for a better understanding of the behaviors
of self-actuating mechanisms and has led to the identification of several characteristics present
in concentrated, deployable strain-energy mechanisms with internal actuation. These characteristics include biasing, strain-energy storage, monotonic strain-energy storage, and multistability.
By harnessing these behaviors, it is possible to create systems that use strain energy to self-deploy.
These strain-energy deployed, origami-based mechanisms are capable of actuating through passive
deployment with no external structure or power source.
The techniques outlined in this thesis have the potential to expand the applications of
origami-based design by increasing the function of origami mechanisms that move and deploy.
This thesis describes methods, namely strain-energy storage and release, to produce mechanisms
that are capable of accomplishing this movement without further user input or additional hardware.
This thesis also demonstrates the feasibility of using strain energy to deploy polymer-based mechanisms for selected biomedical devices by illustrating the manipulation of strain-energy storage
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using the characteristics of strain-energy based deployment. Through increased understanding of
ways to use strain energy, there are opportunities using strain energy to develop new approaches
to deploy particular mechanical systems. These origami-based mechanisms have the ability to improve devices in the medical field. Engineering designers and practitioners are better equipped to
use strain energy in biomedical device design, which are no longer limited to active and passive,
non-strain-energy based deployment.
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APPENDIX A.

A.1

MATLAB CODE FOR CALCULATED STRAIN ENERGY STORED

Before Heat Setting

clc;
clear all;

%% MUIRA
M1 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 1 1.csv');
M2 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 2 1.csv');
M3 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 3 1.csv');
%M4 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 4 1.csv');
M5 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 5 1.csv');
%M6 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 6 1.csv');
M7 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 7 1.csv');
M8 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 8 1.csv');
M9 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 9 1.csv');
M10 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 10 1.csv');
M11 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 11 1.csv');
M12 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 12 1.csv');
M13 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 13 1.csv');

M = [M1 M2 M3 M5 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13];

counter = 0;
slope = 0;

while slope < .001245
counter = counter+1;
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slope = (M1(counter+4,3) - M1(counter,3))/(M1(counter+4,2) - M1(counter,2));
if counter==2000
break;
end
end

% vecX =M(1:counter,2);
% vecY=M(1:counter,3);
% A(1) =trapz(vecX,vecY);

for i = 1:3:33
if i == 1
vecX =M(1:counter,2);
vecY=M(1:counter,3);
A muira before(i) =trapz(vecX,vecY);
else
vecX = M(1:counter,i+1);
vecY = M(1:counter,i+2);
A muira before(((i-1)/3)+1) = trapz(vecX,vecY);
end
end

figure(1);
%plot(M1(1:counter,2),M1(1:counter,3))

plot(M2(1:counter,2),M2(1:counter,3))
hold on;
plot(M3(1:counter,2),M3(1:counter,3))
%plot(M4(1:counter,2),M4(1:counter,3))
plot(M5(1:counter,2),M5(1:counter,3))
%plot(M6(1:counter,2),M6(1:counter,3))
plot(M7(1:counter,2),M7(1:counter,3))
plot(M8(1:counter,2),M8(1:counter,3))
plot(M9(1:counter,2),M9(1:counter,3))
plot(M10(1:counter,2),M10(1:counter,3))
plot(M11(1:counter,2),M11(1:counter,3))
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plot(M12(1:counter,2),M12(1:counter,3))
plot(M13(1:counter,2),M13(1:counter,3))

xlabel('displacement (mm)')
ylabel('force (kN)')
title('Muira Before')

% %plot(M2(counter,2),M1(counter,3),'ko')

%% BELLOWS
B1 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 15 1.csv');
B2 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 16 1.csv');
B3 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 17 1.csv');
B4 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 18 1.csv');
B5 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 19 1.csv');
B6 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 20 1.csv');
B7 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 21 1.csv');
B8 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 22 1.csv');
B9 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 23 1.csv');
B10 = csvread('miura1 pre compressed 24 1.csv');

B = [B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10];

index = 0;
slope = 0;

while slope < .00078
index = index+1;
slope = (B1(index+4,3) - B1(index,3))/(B1(index+4,2) - B1(index,2));
if index==910
break;
end
end
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for m = 1:3:30
if m == 1
vecX = B(1:index,2);
vecY = B(1:index,3);
A bellows before(m) =trapz(vecX,vecY);
else
vecX = B(1:index,m+1);
vecY = B(1:index,m+2);
A bellows before(((m-1)/3)+1) = trapz(vecX,vecY);
end
end

figure(2);

plot(B1(1:index,2),B1(1:index,3))
hold on;
plot(B2(1:index,2),B2(1:index,3))
plot(B3(1:index,2),B3(1:index,3))
plot(B4(1:index,2),B4(1:index,3))
plot(B5(1:index,2),B5(1:index,3))
plot(B6(1:index,2),B6(1:index,3))
plot(B7(1:index,2),B7(1:index,3))
plot(B8(1:index,2),B8(1:index,3))
plot(B9(1:index,2),B9(1:index,3))
plot(B10(1:index,2),B10(1:index,3))

xlabel('displacement (mm)')
ylabel('force (kN)')
title('Bellows Before')

% plot(B1(index,2),B1(index,3),'ko')
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A.2

After Heat Setting

clc;
clear all;

%% MUIRA
M1 = csvread('after muira 1.csv');
M2 = csvread('after muira 2.csv');
M3 = csvread('after muira 3.csv');
M5 = csvread('after muira 5.csv');
M7 = csvread('after muira 7.csv');
M8 = csvread('after muira 8.csv');
M9 = csvread('after muira 9.csv');
M10 = csvread('after muira 10.csv');
M11= csvread('after muira 11.csv');
M12 = csvread('after muira 12.csv');
M13 = csvread('after muira 13.csv');

M = [M1 M2 M3 M5 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13];

counter = 0;
slope = 0;

while slope < .001245
counter = counter+1;
slope = (M1(counter+4,3) - M1(counter,3))/(M1(counter+4,2) - M1(counter,2));
if counter==910
break;
end
end

% vecX =M(1:counter,2);
% vecY=M(1:counter,3);
% A(1) =trapz(vecX,vecY);
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for i = 1:3:33
if i == 1
vecX = M(1:counter,2);
vecY = M(1:counter,3);
A muira after(i) =trapz(vecX,vecY);
else
vecX = M(1:counter,i+1);
vecY = M(1:counter,i+2);
A muira after(((i-1)/3)+1) = trapz(vecX,vecY);
end
end

figure(1);
plot(M1(1:counter,2),M1(1:counter,3))

plot(M2(1:counter,2),M2(1:counter,3))
hold on;
plot(M3(1:counter,2),M3(1:counter,3))
plot(M5(1:counter,2),M5(1:counter,3))
plot(M7(1:counter,2),M7(1:counter,3))
plot(M8(1:counter,2),M8(1:counter,3))
plot(M9(1:counter,2),M9(1:counter,3))
plot(M10(1:counter,2),M10(1:counter,3))
plot(M11(1:counter,2),M11(1:counter,3))
plot(M12(1:counter,2),M12(1:counter,3))
plot(M13(1:counter,2),M13(1:counter,3))

xlabel('displacement (mm)')
ylabel('force (kN)')
title('Muira After')

plot(M1(counter,2),M1(counter,3),'ko')

%% BELLOWS
B1 = csvread('after bellows comp 1.csv');
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B2 = csvread('after bellows comp 2.csv');
B3 = csvread('after bellows comp 3.csv');
B4 = csvread('after bellows comp 4.csv');
B5 = csvread('after bellows comp 5.csv');
B6 = csvread('after bellows comp 6.csv');
B7 = csvread('after bellows comp 7.csv');
B8 = csvread('after bellows comp 8.csv');
B9 = csvread('after bellows comp 9.csv');
B10 = csvread('after bellows comp 10.csv');

%Make matrix dimensions match
B1 = B1(1:464,:);
B2 = B2(1:464,:);
B3 = B3(1:464,:);
B4 = B4(1:464,:);
B5 = B5(1:464,:);
B6 = B6(1:464,:);
B7 = B7(1:464,:);
B8 = B8(1:464,:);
B9 = B9(1:464,:);
B10 = B10(1:464,:);

B = [B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10];

index = 0;
slope = 0;

while slope < .004
index = index+1;
slope = (B1(index+4,3) - B1(index,3))/(B1(index+4,2) - B1(index,2));
if index==910
break;
end
end
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for m = 1:3:30
if m == 1
vecX = B(1:index,2);
vecY = B(1:index,3);
A bellows after(m) =trapz(vecX,vecY);
else
vecX = B(1:index,m+1);
vecY = B(1:index,m+2);
A bellows after(((m-1)/3)+1) = trapz(vecX,vecY);
end
end

figure(2);
plot(B1(1:index,2),B1(1:index,3))
hold on;
plot(B2(1:index,2),B2(1:index,3))
plot(B3(1:index,2),B3(1:index,3))
plot(B4(1:index,2),B4(1:index,3))
plot(B5(1:index,2),B5(1:index,3))
plot(B6(1:index,2),B6(1:index,3))
plot(B7(1:index,2),B7(1:index,3))
plot(B8(1:index,2),B8(1:index,3))
plot(B9(1:index,2),B9(1:index,3))
plot(B10(1:index,2),B10(1:index,3))

xlabel('displacement (mm)')
ylabel('force (kN)')
title('Bellows After')

% plot(B1(index,2),B1(index,3),'ko')
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APPENDIX B.

ANSYS SCRIPT FOR LET JOINT CALCULATIONS

fini
/cle

/CWD,'C:\Users\seymourk\Music'

!*****Section 1: Constants definition*****

eps=1e-6
mm=1e-3
MPa=1e6
pg=acos(-1)
RTOD=180/pg

!*****Section 2: Parameters definition*****

! Geometrical
Lc=1.8*mm
Lb=1.8*mm
w=34*mm
wc=6*mm
wb=1.8*mm
wt=1.8*mm
t=1*mm

!Material
E=1400*MPa
nu=0.4
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theta=35

!Geometrical relations
L=2*(Lb+wt)+Lc
Lext=0.5*L
Ls=Lext+Lb+wt
deltax load=L/20

!Element size (ratio of length L) and number of FEA substeps
siz=L/25
substeps=10

/prep7

!*****Section 3: Geometry*****

k,1,-Ls-Lc/2,0,0
k,2,-Ls-Lc/2,0,-w
K,3,-Lc/2,0,0
K,4,-Lc/2,0,-w
k,5,-Lc/2,0,-w/2+wc/2
k,6,-Lc/2,0,-w/2-wc/2
k,7,0,0,-w/2+wc/2
k,8,0,0,-w/2-wc/2
k,9,-Ls-Lc/2+Lext,0,-wb
k,10,-Ls-Lc/2+Lext,0,-w+wb
k,11,-Lc/2-wt,0,-wb
k,12,-Lc/2-wt,0,-w+wb

a,1,2,4,6,8,7,5,3,1
a,9,10,12,11

asba,1,2
numc,area
csys,0
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!*****Section 4: Material properties, Mesh generation and B.C.*****

mp,ex,1,E
mp,nuxy,1,nu

et,1,181
sectype,1,shell
secdata,t
mshk,2

lesi,1,,,w/siz
lesi,3,,,(w-wc)/(2*siz)
lesi,7,,,(w-wc)/(2*siz)
lesi,5,,,wc/siz

esiz,siz
amesh,all

/nerr,0
numm,node,1e-6
arsy,x,all
numm,node,1e-6

et,2,184
keyopt,2,1,1
keyopt,2,2,1
type,2

*get,Numax,node,,num,max
n,Numax+1,Lc/2+Ls+deltax load,0,-w/2
csys,0
lsel,s,line,,13
nsll,s,1
*vget,Nodesel,node,,nlist
*get,num,node,,count
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alls

*do,i,1,num
e,Numax+1,Nodesel(i)
*enddo
eplo

lsel,s,line,,1
nsll,s,1
d,all,all
alls

d,Numax+1,rotz,theta/RTOD

/nerr,defa

fini

/solu

!*****Section 5: Solver parameters definition*****

antype, static
nlgeom,on
autots,off
nsubst,substeps
outre,all,all
solve

fini

/post1
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!*****Section 6: Post processing and Export operations*****

set,last

*get,rot,node,Numax+1,rot,z

!rotz

*get,Mom,node,Numax+1,rf,mz

!reaction moment

stiffness=Mom/(theta*pg/180)

*stat

!esel,s,type,,1
!etable,sig,s,eqv
!esort,etab,sig
!*get,sigma,sort,,max
!alls

!Moment=Mom/mm
!Stress=sigma/MPa

set,last
plns,s,eqv,2,1,
/eshape,1
/ang,1,30.000000,XS,1
/rep,FAST
/EDGE,1,0,45
/GLINE,1,-1
/REPLOT

/GSAVE, QUALITY ,SAV
/GSAVE, QUALITY ,SV2
/CMAP, QUALITY ,CMP,,SAVE
!*
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/COLOR,PBAK,0,0
!*
QUALITY,1,0,1,1,0,0
/REPLOT

/RGB,INDEX,100,100,100, 0
/RGB,INDEX, 80, 80, 80,13
/RGB,INDEX, 60, 60, 60,14
/RGB,INDEX, 0, 0, 0,15
/REPLOT
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